ABSTRACT

Purpose: Occupational attachment is one of the variables that can be seen by the employees in creating positive consequences for the organization. Career-minded employees form spiritual relationships with their jobs and invest specific resources in their current jobs, and this is one of the important factors in the lives of individuals. The individual's attitude toward his work reflects a negative or positive evaluation that he has in relation to an aspect of his work environment. Among various job attitudes, attachment to a job is a measure that a person likes to match with his job or the extent to which the occupation of the person's identity center is of particular importance.

Methods: The research method is applied in terms of purpose and descriptive-applied method. Correlation method has been used. The research sample was 145 nurses of the hospital and health centers of Estahban city who were selected by available sampling method. To evaluate the variables, two questionnaires were used by researcher and occupational attachment questionnaire. Data analysis was done using descriptive statistics using spss software.

Results: There is a significant positive relationship between personal factors with occupational attachment (226 \( r = r \)). The higher the individual factors of the nurses, the higher the level of job attachment. There is a significant positive relationship between economic factors with occupational attachment (212.0 \( r = r \)). The higher the economic factors of nurses, the higher the job attachment. There is a significant positive relationship between occupational factors with occupational attachment (r = 231). The higher the occupational factors in nurses, the higher the level of occupational attachment. There is a significant positive relationship between environmental factors with occupational attachment (r = 249). The higher the nurses' environmental factors, the higher the level of occupational attachment.

Conclusion: Therefore, nurses’ attachment to their jobs is one of the most important research topics in the field of health systems, since in many countries nurses form one of the largest groups of health professionals. Therefore, the nature and quality of services provided to Patients are highly dependent on their function.
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INTRODUCTION

Nurses as the biggest human resources of health and medical organization, have rightful importance in growing society's health; as health and medical organization without beneficial nursing power cannot achieve any success [1]. Longtime working shifts, more than one working shift of staffs, wanted and unwanted overtimes, all are items that effect on occupational consent of nurses [2]. Lack of occupational consent also can effect negatively on the way of nurses care related to patients, thus by decreasing the quality of care likely causes longtime residence of patients in hospital and increasing negative social, economic and psychological effects due to lack of health and health care [3]. One of the issues that can greatly overshadow occupational consent and function on itself, is occupational attachment. Occupational attachment is one of the variables that by creating it in staffs, positive outcomes for the organization can be seen. The first researches on this area are related to the investigations of Kanungu[1982]. Staffs attached to job, shape spiritual relations to their jobs and invest specific resources on their current jobs and it is one of the important factors in working life of people [4]. Occupational attachment defines the intensity of psychological imitation of a person to his/her job [5]. Occupational attachment also was defined as determining spiritual identity of staffs with their current jobs[6]. Occupational attachment causes growth in occupational attachment and client's consent, profit-making and productivity [7]. For an employee, attachment to work is an inseparable section of his/her personality [8].

Occupational attachment is a fundamental agent in lives of frequently of people. Employees in occupational environment mentally and excitatory are affected by the amount of their attachment to their jobs [9]. Some of the researchers believe that occupational attachment mostly is affected by internal and personal factors. Oppositely, some believe that occupational attachment can also be affected by external-organizational factors[6]. People attached to job, tend to have strong emotional connections with the organization and it causes for them to think less about leaving the organization than other people [10].

Employees attached to job also have lots of energies and have sufficient enthusiasms for performing their occupational obligations. They concentrate and float on their works in such a way that do not understand passing time [11].

The aim of doing this research is determining the relation between factors related to occupational attachment of nurses in health and medical centers of Estahban city.

Review of literature

In an article as the relationship between spiritual leadership and realized organizational support with occupational fatigues of nurses by AsgariMobarake and Karimi [2017], they concluded that there are meaningful and converse relations between spiritual leadership and landscape variables, faith to work, membership, organizational obligation and realized organizational support with occupational fatigues and productivity of spiritual leadership is not meaningful with occupational fatigue. The best predictor of occupational fatigue was organizational support [12]. Soudani and colleagues [2016] in a research as simple and multiple relation of personal and organizational variables with occupational attachment in nurses concluded that aspectsof organizational justice, objectivism and sense of duty can predict changes related to occupational attachment testable items. Among the aspects of organizational justice, just superficial justice could predict objectivism and aspects of distributive justice and superficial justice could forecast sense of duty of nurses. Findings also showed that 32% of variance of attachment related to testable issues were explained by means of personal features of objectivism and sense of duty and aspects of organizational justice[13]. In a research as investigation of the relation related to quality of working life, organizational atmosphere and realized organizational support with occupational attachment of nurses in BagharaOloum hospital of Ahar city, Pour Ghasem[2015] concluded that there is a positive and direct relation between quality of working life with occupational attachment, organizational atmosphere with occupational attachment and
realized organizational support with occupational attachment in level of 0.01 [14]. Bobbio and colleagues [2012] in a research as empowerment of leadership, realized organizational support, reliance with occupational fatigue of nurses in public hospital of Italy concluded that reliance of leader on organization and realized organizational support have negative effects on occupational fatigue of nurses and also fundamental role of trust has been verified in health care organizations [15].

Cho and colleagues [2011] state in their research that the relation between occupational attachment of Canadian newly graduated nurses has been with their organizational obligations [16]. Stander and Rothmann [2010] believe that employees, who have more skills and abilities for performing their actions, have more attachment to their works [17]. Laschinger and colleagues [2011] found in their research that justice has relation with occupational attachment of nurses [18].

Hypotheses of the research are as follow:

Hypothesis 1: There is a relationship between personal factors with occupational attachment in health and medical centers of Estahban city.

Hypothesis 2: There is a relationship between economic factors with occupational attachment in health and medical centers of Estahban city.

Hypothesis 3: There is a relationship between organizational factors with occupational attachment in health and medical centers of Estahban city.

Hypothesis 4: There is a relationship between environmental factors with occupational attachment in health and medical centers of Estahban city.

Methodology

This study is a descriptive investigation related to correlation. Statistical population of this research is all nurses in hospital and rural and urban health and medical centers that are 300 and were investigated by available sampling. On the basis Morgan table, sample size of 168 was investigated and 24 questionnaires were omitted from sample population because of being incorrect and not answering by nurses and only 145 questionnaires were investigated as statistical samples.

Research material

In this study for gathering data, questionnaire is used. Questionnaires comprise: Occupational attachment questionnaire and a questionnaire by the researcher.

Occupational attachment questionnaire

This questionnaire has been prepared by Edward Zvky Patrick in 1984 and has 20 items. The way of scoring it is on the basis of a 4 grade scale, as in positive items of 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,12,15,20 numbers of 3,2,1,0 are belonged to strongly disagree, disagree, agree and strongly agree, respectively and in negative items of[10,11,13,14,16,17,18,19] the point belongs adversely, it means that 0,1,2,3 are belonged to strongly disagree, disagree, agree and strongly agree, respectively. Maximum point of 60 represents really high attachment and minimum point of [0] shows really low attachment.

Pourtorab [2011] for determining reliability, two methods of Cronbach's alpha and bisection were used and are respectively 0.83 and 0.84 that represent desirable coefficients of reliability of mentioned questionnaire. For determining the reliability of questionnaire also its point was correlated with questionnaire of occupational satisfaction and it was specified that there is a positive meaningful relation between their scores and represents that questionnaire of occupational attachment has essential reliability [19]. In investigation of Soudani and colleagues [2017], coefficients of internal similarity were achieved 0.81 by Cronbach's alpha of the questionnaire.

Findings of the study

Hypothesis 1. There is a relationship between personal factors with occupational attachment in health and medical centers of Estahban city.

### TABLE 1 CORRELATION COEFFICIENT OF PERSONAL FACTORS WITH OCCUPATIONAL ATTACHMENT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>r</th>
<th>Sig(meaningful level)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Personal factors</td>
<td>0.226</td>
<td>0.006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Occupational attachment</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to table 1, it can be realized that there is a positive meaningful relationship in level of 0.01 between personal factors with occupational attachment. When personal factors of nurses are high, the amount of occupational attachment will be also higher.

Hypothesis 2. There is a relationship between economic factors with occupational attachment in health and medical centers of Estahban city.

### TABLE 2 CORRELATION COEFFICIENT OF ECONOMIC FACTORS WITH OCCUPATIONAL ATTACHMENT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>r</th>
<th>Sig(meaningful level)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Economic factors</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Occupational attachment</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to table 2, it can be realized that there is a positive meaningful relationship in level of 0.01 between economic factors with occupational attachment. When economic factors of nurses are high, the amount of occupational attachment will be also higher.

Hypothesis 3. There is a relationship between organizational factors with occupational attachment in health and medical centers of Estahban city.

### TABLE 3: Correlation Coefficient of Organizational Factors with Occupational Attachment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>r</th>
<th>Sig(meaningful level)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Organizational factors</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Occupational attachment</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to table 3, it can be realized that there is a positive meaningful relationship in level of 0.01 between organizational factors with occupational attachment. When organizational factors of nurses are high, the amount of occupational attachment will be also higher.

Hypothesis 4. There is a relationship between environmental factors with occupational attachment in health and medical centers of Estahban city.

### Table 4: Correlation Coefficient of Environmental Factors with Occupational Attachment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>r</th>
<th>Sig(meaningful level)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>environmental factors</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Occupational attachment</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to table 4, it can be realized that there is a positive meaningful relationship in level of 0.01 between environmental factors with occupational attachment. When environmental factors of nurses are high, the amount of occupational attachment will be also higher.

Discussion and Conclusion

The results of table 1 showed that there is a relationship between personal factors with occupational attachment in health and medical centers of Estahban city. The results of this hypothesis are favorable and consonant with results of Fattah Beigi [2014].

In explaining this hypothesis it can be stated that occupational attachment effects on person and also organization. From organizational point of view, occupational organization has been regarded as a key for opening the motivation of employee and increasing production and from personal view, is regarded as a key for motivation of function and personal growth and satisfaction in workplace. Occupational attachment by involving employees deeply in their works and making meaningful restoration work, helps in organizational effectiveness, production and employee mentality[20].
When personal factors of nurses are high, their occupational attachment will be also higher, obviously people with high occupational attachment are satisfied with their jobs, have positive mentality in works and represent high obligation than organization and their colleagues. They rarely think about withdrawal of job and it is expected that they work for their obeyed organization for years.

The results of table 2 showed that there is a relationship between economic factors with occupational attachment in health and medical centers of Estahban city. The results of this hypothesis are favorable and consonant with results of AsefYeganMahalle [2015].

Economic factor has crucial role in occupational attachment of nurses. Researches of Luck show that salaries and fees are determining factors in occupational satisfaction and attachment. Especially when from employee's point of view, this payment is fairly and rightly. Advancements comprise positive change in salaries (higher salaries), growth and placing in supervision, more working challenge, more obligation and freedom in decision-making. Because of this issue that growth represents the amount of person's value for the organization [especially in more superior levels], person's advancement leads to growth in his/her mentality.

According to the model of demand-control, lack of balance between demands and posed requests in job and the amount of person's control on his/her work are factors that create stress, while the model of effort-reward emphasizes on job's conditions and also employed person and lack of balance between high effort and low reward have been factors that create stress. Totally, these two models can greatly represent psychological stresses due to job that lead to disorder in health [21].

The results of table 3 showed that there is a relationship between organizational factors with occupational attachment in health and medical centers of Estahban city.

The results of this hypothesis are favorable and consonant with results of Keshtkaran and colleagues [2018], Zarifi and colleagues [2013], Farahmandi and colleagues[2018], Cho and colleagues[2006], Laschinger and colleagues[2006], Taghi Pour and KhademDezfooli[2013]. Organizational factors are the first and main effective factors on occupational attachment of staffs. Occupational attachment has led to positive attitudes and motivation toward organization, because staffs attached to job frequently experience feelings such as happiness, enjoy and satisfaction and these experiences havelend them tobelong faithful to organization that they are working on it. Nurses attached to job, have introduced themselves to the organization that are working in it. People attached to work have positive attitudes about their jobs, because spend lots of energies for doing obligations and assign noticeable time to their occupational activities and as occupational satisfaction represents total attitude of person about his/her work. So, nurses attached to work because of really positive attitudes toward their works, have high level of occupational satisfaction. It seems that fairly behavior of the organization toward nurses increases their feeling of occupational security and growth in their energies causes hospital's success in the field of servicing to the patients.

The results of table 4 showed that there is a relationship between environmental factors with occupational attachment in health and medical centers of Estahban city. The results of this hypothesis are favorable and consonant with results of Keshtkaran and colleagues (2018).

In expressing these findings it can be said that environmental factors of work also have especial importance in increasing occupational attachment of staffs. Wherever supervisors have had supportive and friendly behavior with staffs, occupational attachment has been also high. When the occupational conditions are more proper, they cause occupational satisfaction and attachment. Because in proper working conditions, better physical and mental callmness will be prepared for person.

Finally, it is suggested that responsible people and managers of the hospital and health and medical centers that are studied, policy and support of effective factors on occupational attachment and cooperation with researchers and scholars in more studying and investigations, prepare necessary bed for creating them among nurses.
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